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We would like to thank everyone for bearing with us while we try to sort out
our opening schedule and procedures during this pandemic. Everyone has
been very patient and receptive to the changes we have tried to implement,
and we finally have some good news for a change.
On April 16th, New York State has deemed pool openings an essential
service and we can resume our normal service operations with only minor
delays. Although we will be starting a few weeks behind, we have modified
our schedule so that most pool openings will only be delayed by one week.
While we understand this may not be ideal, it is much better than the
alternatives we were looking at only a short time ago.
As of this time, it is safe to assume that your pool opening date will be
exactly one week later unless we contact you directly. In order to make this
work, we had to condense our schedule to the point where change requests
will be extremely difficult to accommodate until our workload lightens.
If you already confirmed your original opening date, there is no need to
contact us or reconfirm. Again, your opening will be exactly one week after
your original date. If you have yet to confirm, please do so at your earliest
convenience as failure to do so will likely push your opening to the middle
of June. Our office and retail departments are still minimally staffed, and
your patience is very much appreciated while we try to help everyone.
We hope this update brings at least a small amount of much needed relief
and we can get back to enjoying our backyards again soon.

Our Mission ~ To constantly exceed our reputation as the best swimming pool retail, service, and
construction company in the industry.

